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Welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey to ".Arts and Africa" and a 
special welcome to today's guest. 

SIGN!'..TURE TUNE 

There's been a new title amongst the paper-back thrillers 
on the book stalls in the last few months - "Fella's 
Choice" is the title and the author is Kile Omotoso. 
There's a gun on the cover and blood is pouring from the 
v~ctim slumped on the ground. 

J AMES BOND COLLECTION 

Well , well, well I never expected to hear "James Bond" on 
"Arts and Africa" but there is a certain similarity between 
Bond and Fella Dandogo~ Though admittedly I haven't found 
the express of Fella Dandogo as gripping as those of Bond. 
The obvious difference is that Fella is Nigerian as is his 
creator. 

Readers of more serious literature will know Kole Omotoso 
best for his earlier novels: "The Combat", for example, 
set in the time of.Ni geria's national crisis. At the 
moment , he's a lecturer in Modern Arabic Literature at 
the University of I badan so, does he have en intellectual 
motive for writing about Inspector Dandogo 'pitted against 
a formidable enemy - a dreaded secret service organisation 
from South Africa ' ? 

Now when he came to the U.Arts and ;\frica 11 studio on a 
recent visit to London, Florence ;\kst wanted to know whether 
he'd written "Fella' s Choice1' to encourage more people to 
read for pleasure . After all 9 we've been accused of 
reading nothing but text-books - if we read at all. This 
is what Kole Omotoso had to say. 
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KOLE OMOTOSO 

Ten years ago definitely there were fewer readers in Nigeria 
and Africa as a whole than there would be today. So, if 
for instance Chinua Achebe was able to ask the question: 
"What do African intellectuals read11

o And he says: "Nothing11 , 

that would bP. true maybe for his own experience but definitely 
that would not be true now. But then, reading is still not 
done as much as it should be. People still read because 
they have to pass exams because they need manuals and all the 
rest of it. Then those who read outside this kind of · 
circumscr ibed situations prefere to read detective stories 
by Peter Cheyney or by Raymond Chandler , by Ian Flemming 
all sorts of things like that rather than, say, picking up 
a series like "African Writers" and, you know, so on; not 
being able to get across the first sentence "Metal on concrete 
jars my drink lobes". That's how "THE INTERPRETERS" starts 
and as soon as you read that sentence you just put it down . 
No , it ' s too much! 

FLORENCE J\.KST 

Is that a critism of Soyinka? Or just a statement? 

o:,mTOSO That is a statement o ( laughs) It's just tha-: the first 
chapter fer instance of "THE INTERPRETERS 11 is a very 
difficult thing. So, people prefer to pi ck on these easier 
to read materials . 

AKST And the opening of "FELLA' S CHOICE", is it an easier one? 

OMOTOSO Well it ' s purely narrative you know and I think it starts 
by saying that on such and such a day of 19-- the governing 
council of BOSS International met at a house in London • • •• 

QUOTE FROM "FELL.~ 1S CHOICE" 

;;KST So apart from writing the detective story yourself you think 
this is one of the kinds of reading matter - perhaps you 
wouldn't want to call it literature - that is very much 
ne~ded to encourage people to read? 

.OMOTOSO I think so. Because , as I say, it'· s no longer true that 
people don't read. It is what they are reading . So my 
attempt begins almost like a kind of "import substitution" 
2nd then it may grow, for instance, to deliberately inform. 
I mean the part that the James Bond series played in the 
Cold War cannot be said to be very small. Why was it that the 
West always won , the Russian always had the bad deal and even 
when Kingsley Amis took it over with 11Colon~l Sun11 , it is 
the Chinese who again lose. Now why is it not posslble -
for instance te.ke e- constitution like South ,\frica, which is 
what I have done , and inform people about the dangers inherent 
in Vorster's attempts to make friends with Africans north of 
the border, rather than make friends with Africans within 
his own borders. So this is what I am trying to do o So it 1 s 
a combination of , I don't know, sort of introduction, 
indoctrination, information, about something like the 
Broederbond for instance , about the growth of the South African 
Nationalist Party , about the suppression, the process of 

.., 
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OMOTOSO suppressing any liberal ideas and of pushing the situation 
to such a state that you are either losing all or you ' re 
gaining all . So this is what I'm trying to do and, happily 
enough, I think it is bringing reactions from other 
younger wrj_ters who are attempting the same thing. 

AKST Well , so many of the already established thriller and 
detective story writers find once they start the public 
doesn't let them stop . 

OMOTOSO Yes, that ' s true, that's very true . It ' s very difficult 
and tempting, too, because the performance of ' Fella's 
Choice ', even within the first six months of its publication 
almost made me feel that I should possibly just pack up my 
work at the University and stick to writing . But as I 
see myself , it ' s just an attempt to show that this can be 
done and I'm hoping that somebody will pick it up and this 
is the whole idea . I cannot see myself being talked into 
writing all the time , I get bored anyway. 

AKST But you are going to do a seque~ s I hope? 

OMOTOSO Yes, I'm clready working on a sequel of it. 

TETTEH- LAR'rEY 

I ' ve already mentioned a more serious work by Kole Omotoso, 
the novel called 11The· Combat" and two others have been 
published; but he's tried his hand at a number of literary 
forms - he ' s wr itten radio and television plays; a stage 
play "The Curse11 was put on by the University of Ife 
theatre not long ago; and he 's also translated modern Arabic 
authors into Englisho The arabic of the Koran has been in some 
parts of Africa long enough to have become almost pa.rt of 
our /\.frican heritage, but the study of modern Arabic. o.? 
Florence Akst had to declare her ignorance. 

l:..KST I know nothing of /1.rabic literature . What is it I s 
particular contribution, what do you impress on your students 
most about it? 

O~OTOSO I think more than any other literature that I'm familiar 
with , I think Arabic Li teratt::re must be the most ·word
conscious, shall I sqy_ technically it is , to the extent that 
even the whole aim of tne material becomes absolutely 
irrelevant . For instance, classic Arabic poetry is so 
r igid in its stylistics that you can end up by really just 
reading up a thousand l~nes and really wondering what It's 
all about. There 's so much concentrGtion of re- expressing 
one idea after another. Another poet can write a line 
which can be read one way or the other to mean the seme 
thing , and if you read from the other it will be the same 
thing. 

/,KST From left to right and right to left? 
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OMOTOSO Exactly. Now it is this kind of virtuosity they aspire to 
so that the form is very important. Now in literatures 
like our own, in Africa, you find that the subject mntter 
is very important. While, for instance, in ~rabic the changes 
in literary movements have to do with reactions to technical 
developments - maybe somebody says no I'm not going to do 
this, this is too much, I'm going to try to express 
something differently~ In our own case most of our 
movements started with negritude, for instance, and what 
I call the new realist movement that is just starting has 
to do with social attitudes, not answers to literary 
questions. So you have this difference, you have to point 
out if only to make the students appreciate the difference, 
the many differences. 

AKST So students of yours who are thinking of writing in either 
a Nigerian language or in English will perhaps have their 
skill as a craftsman improved by studying Arabic? 

OMOTOSO Well, hopefullyo 

,\KST This would be one thing that would be there for them. 

OMOTOSO Exactly and at least they can see how others do with these 

l\.KST 

thingso I think to a large extent the form is still a bit 
weak in a lot of African literature and I think this is 
accepted because it is a newthing; more and more and this 
is going to be questioned. 

There is one other subject I'd like to raise. I don't know 
how you are going to re-act to it, and that is: what your 
assessment is in literary terms to the impace of the war 
in Nigeria. 

OMOTOSO I think that it 1 s very, very, very important; I almost say 
disasterous on literature. 

i\.KST Disasterous? ... 

OMOTOSO Yeso 

AKST You don't think it 1 s brought people's talents out into the 
open? 

OMOTOSO I think their talents would have come out mayte dealing 
with her subjects. But why I say this because of the way 
it affected the personal relationships of the writerso O.K., 
Christoper Okigbo died in the war, Soiinka was in prison all 
the time, J.P. Clarke was on the Federal side, Achebe was on 
the other side and these were very good friends before the 
war and I don't know today whether they even talk to each 
other. Ekwensi was on the Biafran side, there were other 
writers who were on the Federal side and up t ·o today there is 
no kind of community of writers which existed before the 
war and to that extent I think it is very tragic because 
it has completely splintered the group. Then ·the other thing 
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OMOTOSO is that up to now nobody has, in fact, written what I 
would considor valid , realistic novel of the war and I 
think one has to "'.rait for this. So for now on the personal 
level this has been a pretty tragic experience. Th0se of 
us who havE: tried to write about it have either taken one 
attitude or the other, a superior attitude to the whole 
tragedy. 

AKST How would you describe your attitude in "The Combat"? 

OMOTOSO I was trying to make fun of it only to find it wasn't 
funny and that it was a very tragic situation and I think 
for me that accounts for what I consider the weakness of 
"The Combat 11 because it did not take into consider2tion the 
possibility of it being a human story. I thtnk I was too 
involved to get av.ray with it. 

TETTEH-LJ,.RTEY 

Today's guest has been Kole Omotoso. And 1 by- the-way, 
"Fella; s Choicer' is published in Nigeria by the Ethiore 
Publishing House of Benj_n; and the price? 75 kobo. 

Your narr2.tor has bP.en Alex TettE:h--Lartey and now I 
must s2y good bye until r1ext week, and as there 1 s no theme 
music yet fo1~ the intrepid Fella Dandogo 9 we' 11 end with 
g-1ess what ••• 

JAMES BOND COLLECTION 

EROADC:\STING HIGHT,S ~ FRE~ FOR USE 
BY {,NY BRo .. ·,nc::.srn~G ORG . .\.NIS,'.TION 
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IN TR.1\N.SL/.TION 

PUBLICNi1ION PIGE7.,S: NOT FREE F'OR 
USE IN FUBLI2HitrG OUTSJDS LRIT!',IN 
IN ENGLISII OR L'T TRANSL; .TION 


